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In Exa. x. the Repetend is 8 ; For the Quote haing brought to 847, the Remainder
is 52, which is the fame as the preceding Remainder ; to which the fame Repetend 8
being prefix’d, the same Quote 7 must continually come out.
In Exa- 2d, after one Period of the Repetend is employ’d, we come at this Quote
58160 ; but to come at a Circulation in the Quote, we -must proceed two Steps farther, by
employing again the fame Figures of the Repetend in order ; and after the two first, viz.
2 and 8, are used a second time, we have the same Remainder o which was upon the
third preceding Step, and therefore the fame Figures will repeat again, and so the Quote
is 5 . S16091
Cafe 2d. If the Divisor is a Circulate, whatever the Dividend is ; take the Finite Va¬
lue of the Divisor ; and by its Denominator multiply the Dividend, by Froli. zd, (either
by the general Rule or the particular Cafe i) ; then divide the Product by the Numerator
(according to the preceding Case, if that is Circulate) and you have the Quote sought.
Exa. x . To divide 5 . 7648 by 8 . 47 —
First I multiply 5. 7648 by 90, the
Product is 51 . 884 , which divided by 763 quotes . 68.
Exa. 2. To divide3 .500691358024 by 7 . 684.= I

multiply 3.50065?! 358024

by poo, the Product is-31.50 . 62, which divided by 6916 , quotes . 45
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contriv
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it him are
Numbers so
and
adapted to other Numbers that the Sums'
and Differences of the former correspond to, , and iliew, the Products and .Quotes of
the other, and also their Powers and Roots.
Sghox. 1 . This Definition expresses in general the Design and Use of the Num¬
bers call'd Logarithms ; but, for the more strict and etymological Sense of the Word Loga¬
rithm , and other Definitions deduced.from it more immediately, they will be better un¬
derstood after we havecxplain ’d.the Foundation of their Contrivance ; which you have.

in

this.

LEMMA

..

Take any Geometrical Progression of Numbers beginning with 1, whose second Term
call a , the Series is 1 ; a' : a* : a 1a*
: c: & . :
whereof every Term after 1 is
some Power of the second Term a, their Indexes being a Series in Arithmetical Progres¬
sion, which express the Distances of the several Terms after 1.
From the nature of this Geometrical Series, and what has been explain d in Book z,
1 beor. 6, 7,8 , these Consequences,are manifest, viz.

COROLLARIES.
ijt. The
Product or Quote of any two Terms is a?so a Term of the Se¬
ries whose Index ( or Distance after 1) is the Sum or Difference of the Indexes of these
two Terms . Exam . a* X
= sP. a 1 -ft a 3 =r a\ Universally, an
— an + m,
an - n
id.

Any

II.
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id. Any Power of any 'of these Terms is a Term of the Series whose Index is the
Product of the Index of that Power by the Index or Distance of that Term from i.
Exam. The Square of a 3is a6 Universally
;
; the n Power of amis a «m. Reversely If
;
the Index of any Term is Multiple of any Number, then, being divided by that Number,
the Quote is the Index ot a Term in the Series, which is such a Root of the Term whose
Index is divided as tire Divisor denominates. Exa. The Cube Root of a 6 is a 1. Uni¬
versally ; the n Root of am is amAr”.
i}d. If from the double of any Index, or the Sum of any two Indexes, be subtracted
the Index of another Term , the Difference is the Index of a Term in the Series which
is a third or fourth : : / to the 2d or 3d Terms whose Indexes are given.
Exa. i st, a 1- : as : :
: a» • where 8 —Z - |- 5 — 2. Ex . id , a1 : :a( : : ad : a 10;
where 10 —5 -st- 7 — 2. Universally ; a” : ama: ^ - n are / ; for by common Rules
a third to a* : amis a” x am ~ a” ; but a’”
= d1™, and a2la rr a — a' m~ . »
Again ; at ; an : : ar ; a”‘-{-r- n ■for m X ax — am.j_r, and slm-fr 4 . an — a'”P- r.

Schoi.
2 . Here then we have the Fundamental Grounds of the Invention of
logarithms: For ’tis obvious that the Indexes or Distances of the several Terms of a
Geometrical Series from the first Term 1, are Numbers answering to the preceding De¬
finition os Logarithms, for those Numbers that make the Geometrical Series ; which I
shall more particularly explain and apply : But first Observe, that from this Foundation is
deduced the common Definition of Logarithms, viz . Numbers in Arithmetical Progress
fion answering to others in Geometrical Progression. Again , observe, that in the more
strict sense of the Word it signifiesa Number of Ratios: And , to understand the reason
of its application here, consider, That in a Geometrical Series the Ratio of the Extremes
is compos’d of as many equal Ratios as the number of Terms less 1, or as the Number
expressing the Distance of the one Extreme after the other ; which Distance is therefore
calld the Logarithm of the Ratio of the one Extreme to the other ; and if one Extreme
is 1, it ’s call’d simply the Logarithm of that other; but it strictly signifies the Logarithm of
the Ratio of 1 to that other.
Let us now suppose a to be any Number, as 2 ; the Geometrical Series from 1 : 2 is
1 : 2* : 22 2: 3c: & . or 1 : 2 : 4 : 8 : 16 : &c. And if this Series is carried to
any length, and the several Terms be dispos’d orderly in a Table , and against them be set
their Indexes or Distances from 1, (vi%. their Logarithms) setting o against x, because it’s
not distant from it self, as in the following Table ; then from what’s explain'd it is evident
that we can, by means of these Indexes or Logarithms, find the Product or Quote of any
two Terms of the Geometrical Series, without actual Multiplication or Division ; also any
Power or Rational Root of any Term ; and, lastly, a third or fourth Proportional to any
two or three of them, supposing the Table carried to a sufficient extent, as in the follow¬
ing Examples ; the Rules of which are contain’d in the Consequences to the preceding
Lemma, and which ’twill be useful to repeat here in somewhata different form, with a di¬
rect Regard to the Practice and Use of Logarithmick Tables, under the Title of

The Fundamental General Rules
for the Use and Traffice of
Log a rithms.
I. Add the Logarithms of any two Numbers, the Sum is a Logarithm, against which
in the Table stands the Product of these two Numbers:
Exa. 8x32— 256 , whose Logarithm is 8 — 3 4 5>the Logarithms of 8 & 32.
II . Take the Difference of the Logarithms of any two Numbers, it is that Logarithm
against which stands the Quote of the greater divided by the lesser of -these two Num¬
bers.
.
.
"
"
Exa.
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£V,i. 2048 -4 - 128 = I<3, 'vhose Logarithm is 4 = 11 — 7, the Logarithms of
20 18 & I 28.
ill . Multiply the Logarithm of any Number by any Number , the Product is a Loga¬
rithm against which stands that Power of the Number whose Logarithm is multiply'd, de¬
nominated by the Multiplier, 7-/4. the « Power, if the Multiplier is n.
Exa. 16 3=
4096
, whose Logarithm is 12 — 4x3 the
;
Logarithm of \ 6 (v/4. 4)
multiply’d by ?, the Index of the Power sought.
IV . Divide the Logarithm of any Number by any Number, and if there is no Re¬
mainder rhe Quote is a Logarithm against which stands that Root of the Number whose
Logarithm is divided,.denominated By the Divisor, viz. the n Root of the Divisor is n.

,(viz,
iW 12 ) divided by the Divisor* 3*
LogaAhm is 4 = i 2 -f 5, the Logarithm of 4^
V, From the Double of the Logarithm of any Number , or the Sum of the Logarithms
of any two Numbers, subtract the Logarithm of any Number, the Difference is a T
rithm against which standsa Number that is a third or fourth Proportional to these
three given Numbers1 u or
Exa . i) 4 : 16 : 64 are —I, whose Logarithms are 2 . 4 .6 —( 44 - 4 - 2)
Exa . 2) 8 : 32 : : 256 :1024, whose Logarithms are 3 . 5 . 8 . 10 ( = 5 4- g j _ , ■
)

Ta e l e whence
N °-

1
2
4
8
16
_

these

Examples are taken.

N°Log. No- Log *0
64 6
4096
1 128 7
8192
2 256 8
16384
3 512 P
32768
4 1024 10
65536
5 2048 11 [131072

Log.
12

13
14
15
16

17

ScHOl.
3 . Any Arithmetical Progression beginning with 0 may be appiy’d as
Logarithms to any Geometrical one from 1 : For tho' they will not be Logarithms ac¬
cording to the stricter meaning of the Word , (i . e. the number of Ratios "from 1) yet
they will answer the other Definitions, and the preceding Fundamental Rules : Which
will be manifest from the common ProGeom. 1 : A : B : C : D : E : F :c & . perties of Arithmetical and Geometrical
» •■
1
,
»
/ • o,~ Progressions : For any three or more
l erms, tax en in either Series, are continuedly proportional in their kind ; and
any four Terms are proportional, whereof the first and second are as far distant as the
third and fourth . Whence the Correspondence of the Arithmetical , as Logarithms to
the Geometrical, according to the preceding Rules , is plain. Thus , By . C — E for
1 : B : : C : E- Also bj- - c — e for o . b : c . e.
Again, F 4 - D = B for
X : B : : D : F. Also / — d ~ b for o . b : d . f.
The Rule for Powers is deduced thus ; iV — D for 1 \ B ‘ B • T) ; also 2b — d
for o . b : h . 'd. Again
, B 3F,—
for 1 : B : D : F are ~~ I ; then 3 yib = f,
for o . b . d . f are -H-1. And so it goes on thro' all the rest of the Powers , And the
Rule for Roots is but the Reverse of this.
For the finding a jd or 4th Proportional, the Rule must also still be good, because the
Rules for Multiplication and Division are good.

5aiO.L•
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S c H o i . 4 . Any Aritlimetical Progression whatever may be apply’d as Loga¬
rithms to a Series geometrical from 1 ; but if the Logarithm of 1 be any other than 0,
tire preceding Rules will not answer, and instead of them we must put these :
i ° * From the Sum of the Logarithms of two Numbers take the Logarithm of
Unity , the difference is the Logarithm of the Product.
2° ‘ To the difference ot the Logarithm ot two Numbers add the Logarithmofi,
the Sum is the Logarithm of their Quote.
„
The Reason of these Rules is plain from the Proportionality of the Terms with 1 for x is to the Multiplier as the Multiplicand is to the Product ; op, i aud the Multiplier
are at the fame distance as the Multiplicand and Product ; So also the Divisor and Divi¬
dend are proportional with, or at the fame distance as the Quote and Unity ; but the
corresponding Terms in the Arithmetical Series are also arithmetically proportional;
whence the Rules are clear. So, in the preceding Example, suppose the Logarithm of 1,
(viz. 0 ) to represent any Number ; then, as Ey . C —
E , so &-\ - c o— — e; and as
F + D — B, so/ — d + o_ = L
.
.
.
g0, The Rule for finding a gd or 4th Proportional is the fame in all Suppositions,
and the Reason the fame.
4° - For finding the Power of any Number, multiply its Logarithm by the Index of
the Power, (viz. n) and from the Product take the Product of the Logarithm of 1, multiply’d by n — 1 ; thus 23J — D, whose Logarithm is d — 2b o— (becauseo . b : b . d. )
Again, F 3 ~ F, fof 1 : B : D ( .= B * ) : F\ then o . b : d also
./,
d 2— ^ —0;
Whence o . b : 2b — c.f and sb —
2 X 0 —f, the Logarithm of F, when o is the Lo¬
garithm of 1, and b the Logarithm of B. The Reasoning will proceed in this manner
for ever- Or , the Demonstration of this Rule may be made Universally, thus ; Let any
Number in the Geometrical Series be A, then 1 : A : :
: AnM ; And if the Loga¬
rithm of 1 is 0, and that of A is a, then , acoording to this Rule , the Logarithm of
yl 11is n a — n 1
— <3. Now if this Rule is good in one Case as the n Power, it’s good
in the next as the nf- - I Power ; For 1 : A and A n A nJr l standing at the fame
distance in the Geometrical Scries, so do their corresponding Terms in the other Series:
Call 1the Term corresponding to
then is 2 at the fame distance from n a —n ~ ut
(the suppos’d Logari thm or Term corresponding to A n) as a is from o ; that Q
O • a \ n a — n — 1. I ( — nf- 1a — na , by the common Rules) which is therefore
the Logarithm of A »+ ‘ according to this Rule . Rut the Rule is lhcwn to be true for
the square and Cube, and consequently’tis true for all above.
To find the Root of any Number; to the Logarithm of the Power add the Pro¬
duct of the Logarithm of Unity by « — 1, and divide the Sum by n, the Quote ( being
integral ) is the Logarithm of the Root . The Reasm of this is contain’d in the last
Rule ; For if / is the Logarithm of the Root , and 11 that cf the Power whose Index is n,
then is ll = nl — n 10
—
is the Rule.
ScHOL. 5 .
decrease, thus,

.

Hence

11

Q - n 10
—

— n {, and ^

1*
° —. 1, which

A Geometrical Series may not only encrease from Unity , but also
: s f:

: 1 : 2 : 4 : 8; Universally, si (I*
L i : -si. fl a :ax: at ; a*8cc
And to these Terms decreasing from Unity their Distances are also Logarithms, with this
Variation only in the Practice, That we^ nust consider them as negative Numbers, or
Numbers less than o, because,their distance from 1 is upon the opposite side to that of
the Integral Terms : And hence we must apply the Rules with a Regard to this, i. e. by
observing

Ghap. 5.
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observing the Rules of the Addition , 8r . of negative Numbers, as explain’d in Book I.
6c . which reduced to
:t >
Suppose az = 2, then the Series decreasing is 4 t :
the whole Series encreasing
Decimal Fractions, are . 5 .* . 25 : .125 : 0625 , &c. And
and decreasing with their Logarithms, stand as in the following Scheme.
And these Logarithms being thus taken positive upon the one side of o, and negative

on the other, make still a Series Arithmetical wheresoever you begin it, and so must
answer to the Rules.
; " 2 .000 = 2, whose Logarithm is 1 = — 3 + 4 or 4 — 3,
JSxa. 16 X -i2 >
rhe Sum of the Logarithms of .125 and 16
Ex . 2. 4 X .2625 = . 2500 — . 25, whose Logarithm is — 2 = — 4 + 2, the
Sum of the Logarithms of . 0625 and 4
But Observe that the Logarithms of such a mix’d Series may be made all positive to
Term of the Fractional part, by making o the Logarithm of any of the Fractions,
and then the Logarithms of all above are positive; or by applying any Series of positive
Numbers in Arithmetical Progression as Logarithms ; for these will answer according to
the Rules explain’d in Scholium 4, and for the Reasons there also demonstrated. Thus,
Supposec the Logarithm of . 0625 , then the Logarithms of the rest above it are as in
this Scheme : And 16 X *125 = 2,
: X : 2 : 4 : 8 : 16 whose Logarithm is 5 = 8 -{- 1 — 4
.0625 : . 125 : . 2$ :
: 2 : 3 : 4 according to Rule i,Schol. 4 ; 8,1,4
2 : — 1 :o 1:
being here the Logarithms of 16,
■- ^
.X25, 1
Arithmetical Progression we apply to a Geometrical one,
S c H o t . 6. Whatever
they are Logarithms only to that Series to which we apply them , and answer the Ends
propos’d only for these particular Numbers ; so that if we have Logarithms adapted only
to particular Geometrical Series, they would be of little Use. The great End and De¬
sign of Logarithms is, the Ease and Expedition of Calculations, by saving the Laborious
Work of Multi p- lication , Division, and ExtraSlion of Roots: But this End could ne¬
ver be compleatly reach’d, unless Logarithms could be adapted to the whole System of
Numbers , 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 ■8c . And as here lay the Excellence and Merit of the Contri¬
vance, so also the Difficulty ; for the Natural System of Numbers, 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 8c. being
an Arithmetical , and not a Geometrical Series, seems rather fit to be made Logarithms,
than to have Logarithms apply’d to it : Yet this Difficulty the Excellent Genius of the
Renown ’d Author, and Unrival ’d Inventor of them, [the Lord Neper] conquer ’d. And
in order to understand his Method of Constructing these Logarithms, Consider;
Tho ’ the Whole Natural System of Numbers, 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . &c. makes not One Geo¬
metrical Series, and cannot by any Means be brought within one such Series of Determi¬
nate Numbers, yet they may be brought near to it, within any assignable degree of Ap¬
proximation ; which may be conceiv’d in general, thus : Suppose a Fraction infinitely
small represented by x, and a Series Geometrical arising from 1 in the Ratio of 1 to ict- x,
this Series is represented by 1 : t / : Tlsle 11: 4 x31: 4- .*4c: & . some of whose
Terms must coincide, infinitely near, with the natural Numbers 2 . 3 . 4. 6c - because
among Numbers that arise by infinitely-small Increments [ as it is in this Cafe, since the
common Ratio is infinitely near to a Ratio of Equality ] some of them must exceed, or
come short of, any determinate Number by an infinitely little Excess or Defect : Where¬
fore if in the places of the Terms of this Series, that do approach infinitely near to any
of the natural Numbers, we suppose these natural Numbers themselves, then the Series
not Pera
(
will be a Geometrical Progression to an exactness, which I call Indefinite and
feSI) because the approximation of its Terms to the natural Numbers can never end, but
goes on in infinitum.
R rr
Now,
any
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Now, as this Jmagin’d Geometrical Series comprehends infinitely near rh'g whole System
of Numbers i . 2 . 3 : &c. so their Indexes comprehend a complete System ef Lcgarithms
for the natural System of Numbers, extended to any length we please; and do answer to
all the preceding Definitions and Rules : For , tho’ the natural System make not by them¬
selves a Geometrical Series, yet they are conceiv’d as a part of such a Series; and so the
Logarithms are the Indexes of their Distances from Unity in that Series ; or, more gene¬
rally, they are the corresponding Numbers of an Arithmetical Series apply’d to that Geo¬
.
metrical one.
But again observe, that since we cannot assign an infinitely-little Fraction, therefore in
the actual construction of Logarithms we must be content with a dete rmina te degree of
Approximation : Whence , according as we take x, so in the Series 1 : 1-p * : f -j-i 2: &c.
the Approximation of its Terms to the natural Numbers will be in different degrees ; for
the lesser,v is, the nearer will the Approximation be ; but then the more are the Involu¬
tions of 2 -J- x necessary to come within any determinate degree of nearness to any. of the
natural Numbers.
Thus then we may conceive the absolute Possibility of malting Logarithms to the natu-'
ral System 1 . 2 . 3: c& . to any determinate degree of exactness, vi%. by assigninga very
x, and taking
small Fraction for *, and actually raisinga Series in the Ratio of 1 to 1
for the natural Numbers such Terms of that Series as are nearest to them, and their In¬
But observe also, that to construct Logarithms in this man¬
dexes for the Logarithms.
ner, to such an extent of Numbers, and degree of Exactness, as would be necessary to
make Logarithms of any considerable use, is next to Impossible to us, because of the al¬
most infinite Labour and Time it would require : This , however, is an Introduction for
understanding the Method of the Noble Inventor, who , as he ( no doubt) took the Hint
ef Logarithms from the Consideration of the Indexes of a Geometrical Series, so, to com.
pleat the Invention, he behov’d to lay before him the Idea of a Geometrical Progression
comprehending, infinitely near, all the Terms of the Natural Series ; but, that the Labour
of constructing these Logarithms might not be insuperable, he went to work another Way:
For,
From the Foundation already laid down in the Consideration of an Infinite Progression,
this Conclusion was obvious, viz. That if the natural Numbers were comprehended in
this Series to an infinite ot indefinite degree of nearness, there must also be an infinite or
indefinite number of Means betwixt any two of the natural Numbers, or such Terms of
the Progression in whose places we substitute them : And upon this Principle he constructed
his Logarithms ; the Method of which I shall explain in the following Problems.

Problem

i.

Betwixt any two given Integral Numbers, an indefinite Number of Geometrical Means
being suppos’d, ’tis requir’d to find one of them so approximate that it be within an at
fign’d difference of a given Number which lies in the natural System, betwixt the former
two given Numbers.
greater) and the
(
lesser) and E the
(
Let the given Extremes be call’d Athe
Rule.
A , B admit not
if
and
;
Mean
Geometrical
one
find
B
A,
betwixt
,
given Mean C \ Then
a rational Mean, find the Approximate to any number of Decimal Places : Call this Mean
if D is greater than C,
;
D ; and, if D is less than C, find a Mean betwixt £> and B but
find a Mean betwixt D and A : Call this second Mean E ; then , as E is lesser or greater
than C, find a third Mean betwixt E and the first Mean D, if this is contrarily greater or
lester than C\ or betwixt E and the opposite Extreme B or A, if D is of the fame quality
with E ( ?'• e. greater or lester than C, as E is ) : Call this third Mean F; and , as it is
lesser or greater than C’, find a fourth Mean betwixt it and that one of the preceding
Means
~
'
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Means which is next greater than C; but if all the preceding Means are of the fame
quality with F , find a Mean betwixt F and the opposite Extreme B or A. In this man¬
ner go on finding Geometrical Means approaching till you find one within any Difference
you please.
Exams. To find a Mean in the Infinite Series betwixt i and io , which approaches to
o within a Difference of - ^' 1000000

Operation. Betwixt i and io there is not a Rational Mean ( for io is not a Square
Number , and the Mean is the Square Root of x X to or io ) but I find one approximate
to 7 Places of Decimals (viz. the Number in the Denominator of the Fractional Diffe¬
rence) which is 5 . 1622777 &c. which being less than p,betwixt it and io I find another
approximate Mean , which is 5 . 6234132 &c. which being also less than 9 , I find be¬
twixt it and 10 another, which is 7 . 4989421 &c. and this being also less than 9, I find
betwixt it and 10 another, 8 . 6596432 &C. which being yet less than 9 , I find another
Mean betwixt it and 10, vis*. 9 .3057204 &c. which is greater than 9 , therefore I find
a Mean betwixt it and 8 . 6596432 , (the next lesser Mean) which is 8 . 9768713 Scc.
which being less than 9 , betwixt it and 9 . 3057204 &c. ( the next greater Mean) I find a
Mean 9 . 1398170 &c. greater than 9 , wherefore betwixt it and 8 .97687x3 &c. ( the next
lesser) I find a Mean 9 . 0579777 &c. greater than 9. Going thus on, you 11 find at the
25th Step this Mean , 8 . 9999998 Lc . which wants of 9 this Fraction,
10000000
1
which is less than the propos’d Difference,
5000000
1000000
So much of the Operation as is here explain’d you fee placed in Order, as it was
wrought , in the Example of the following Problem 2 , which will give a clearer view of
it ; the rest of the Steps are easily imagin ’d by these : But Observe, that the Means being
all Approximates which requir’d Decimal Places in the extraction, therefore the given
Numbers 1,10 are taken in the Operation with as many o's as the Approximate Mean
ought to have, which has the lame Effect in the Operation , since 1 : 10 : : 10000000 c
: 100000000 ; so that a Mean betwixt 1,10 is the fame as betwixt 10000000 : x00000000
Demon.
All
that's necessary to be said as to the reason of this Operation is , in
short, this ; That if at every Step of the preceding Operation we conceive the Series to
be fiH’d up betwixt the given Extremes , in the Ratio that every new Mean makes with
the Terms betwixt which 'tis taken, we can thus carry on the Number of Means in infinitum so
;
that the Means thus found are still a part of the infinite number of Means fuppos’d to lie betwixt these Extremes : Wherefore , by assuming any two Numbers of the
Natural System, we can thus find Approximates to all the intermediate ones within any
astign'd Difference , and such too as shall make a Geometrical Series indefinitely near.
ScHot.
7 . Let us now suppose any Series Geometrical from 1, as, 1 : 2 : 4: c& . or
1 : 10 : xoo : &c. it is plain how , by the Method of this Problem , we can find Mean
Terms betwixt each of these, so nearly approximate as to make of the whole one Geome¬

trical Series, to an indefinite degree of exactness ; and among which we can find Terms
approaching within any Difference of any of the Intermediate Natural Numbers . But:
Observe also , That if the Construction of Logarithms requir’d the finding the Approxi¬
mates to every one of these Intermediate Numbers , the Labour would still be intolerably
great ; which is prevented by the Consideration oF the Fundamental Principles and Rules
Logarithms j as in the next Problem. .

Rrr i
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Problem
To

2.
to the Natural

Construct : or ■Find Logarithms
of Numbers

1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . & c . carried

SOLUTION

V.

SyBem

to any Extent.

:

1. Take the Geometrical Progression, i : id . ioo: Scc. to which apply as LogaT
rithms the Arithmetical Series 0 . x . 2. 3 : &c. r'H - 0 the Logarithm o£ I , x the
Logarithm of xo, and so on ; then
2. For the Logarithms of the intermediate Numbers, the General Rule is this : .
Find , by the preceding Problem, a Mean betwixt 1 apd 10, or 10 and 100, or any two
adjacent Terms' of the Series betwixt which the Number propps’d lies,,so approximate
that it be within the ptopos'd Limit of the Number whose Logarithm ’ is fought.; for
swhereby; if it ’s taken left than that Numexample, ib near that it want not - -ber, ’twill necessarily have in the Integral part a Number wanting 1 of it, and the Deci¬
mal part will have 9 in 6 Places immediately after the Point : But if the Denominators of
the limiting Fraction has any other Number of o’s, the approximate Mean must have as
many p’s immediately after the Point .] Then , betwixt the Logarithm of 1 and 10 ( or
other two Teams betwixt which the’Number lies) find as"many Arithmetical Means in
the fame order aS you found Geometrical Means betwixt 1 and id ;and thus you find gra¬
dually the Logarithms answering to each Of these Geometrical Means, and consequently
the Logarithm of the Mean approximate to the Number propos’d, which we therefore
take for its Logarithm.
Logarithms thus found to all the Intermediate Numbers betwixt
That
Demon.
the Terms cf the Series 1 10 : xco : fct. are true, and must answer to the preceding
Rules , is clear, because they are found by those vefy fundamental Priiiciples, whereby the
Logarithm of a Geometrical Mean betwixt any. two Numbers is-.necessarily an Arithmeti¬
cal Mean betwixt the Logarithms ,of these two Numbers ; And as all the Geometrical
Means thus found are past of the infinite number pf Means suppos’d betwixt any two
Terms of this Series, so the Arithmetical Means thus found must likeways be their Cor¬
respondents. among .the infinite number .of Arithmetical . Means lying betwixt the Loga¬
rithms 'of these two Numbers ; and hence, tlse, Log 'irithffis,are truly found, according tp
.. .
the determirt’d degree ‘of approximation;
Observe also in the following Exampje, that because Ui .halving,'the Ttfy» of two Loga¬
rithms to find the Arithmetical Mean there will be'Fractions , Therefore , either to pre¬
vent this, or to find them in Decimals, the Logarithm of 10 is made 1. 000000 (instead
of 1) ; that is, 1 with as many o’s as arc in the Denominator of the limiting Fraction
within which the *approxirndte-Mfeafo Es determin’d ; Whence!all' the other Logarithms
"will.have as 'mfirijr'DecimaTPl&fc^ . f Ahd ;the iLog £fririmis.' Thus fopnd may be confider’d
-either as altogether Ve/xo/v Nuifibers/dr P ‘mix's, for the Isfsect:will be tjle fame ; because
’) iEey ^fe' onjy the ecju&HProdncts of what they are
’Nfiiiifchrs
-by considering tl>em 'air
When consider'd the*oHfher way'; ’afid'flieteforp^ either ;Way‘pthdy are correspondent Terms
of an Infinite Aritfufierical IhOgrestipn Adapfod tp^anl ^ifiriitfe geometrical one ; for if they
are so when -consider’-d as mix it Numbers , orwhOn the Logarithms of 1 : io : 100 , &c.
are 0 . 1 . 2, Sec. they must be so when considef’d as Ihtbgral, or when the Logarithms
of i : 10 : 100, &c. are oooooo . 1000000 . 2000000, &c. since an Arithmetical
Progression, equally multiply’d, continues still Arithmetical.
In
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In fie following Scheme you see the Order of the Operation , whereby the Logarithm
of p is found, carried to the 8th Step, which is sufficient to illustrate and make plain the
rest of the Work for this or any other Example.

Order of the Operation whereby is found the Logarithm of 9.
Numbers.
Given

A

i

Logarithms j

x .0000000

•

\

0 .OOOOOOO
>
F

Numbers. [Logarithms.
8 . 6570432 0 . 7375000

Mean C 3 . 1622777 0 . 5000000 5th G 7 . 3057204 0 . 7687500
Given B 10 . 0000000 I . OOOOOOO B 10 . 0000000 I . OOOOOOO
G 7 . 3257204 0 .7687500
~C 3 . x622777 0 . 5000000
2d D 5 . 6234132 0 . 7500000 6th H 8 . 77687x3 0 . 7531250

ist

3d

4th

B 10 . 0000000 I . OOOOOOO

F

8 . 6576432 0 . 7375000

D

H

8 . 7768713 0 . 7531250

7 . 4787421 0 . 8750000 7th /
B 10 . 0000000 I . OOOOOOO G
I
E 7 -498- 421 0 . 8750000

7 - 1398x70 0 . 7607375

F

9 -0577777

5 . 6234x32 0 . 7500000

E

7 . 3057204 ‘o. 7687500
7 . 1378170 0 . 7607375

8 . 6576431 0 - 9375 000 3th K
B 10 . 0000000 I . OOOOOOO H

8 .7768713 0 . 7531250

Which carried on, the 2 5th Mean is

8 . 7777778 | 0 . 7542425

0 . 7570312

In the fame manner may we find the Logarithm of any other Number betwixt 1 and 10,
or betwixt. 10 and 100, &c. Observe also, that having found the Logarithm of any Mean
betwixt I and 10, &c. we may either use the fame Extremes 1, 10 for finding any other
Mean and its Logarithm , or we may use any other two Extremes whose Logarithms are
already known. Thus , having found the Logarithm of p, To find that of 8, or 2, or any
other , we may use 1, 10, or i, ’p. Aud if we have the Logarithms of 7 and 5, we may
use these for finding that of 6 ; and so of other Cases: And it will be best to chuse the
Extremes as near to ope another as we can. The Reason of the Work is still the fame,
because betwixt any two Terms of the natural System we suppose an indefinite number of
Means.
Again Observe, That tho’this General Rule is good, yet to find all the intermediate
Numbers betwixt 1 and 10, 10' and ioq, c& . in this manner would be an endless Labour,
winch is fav’d by the following
'

"Particular Rules.

-

.... ..

l ° * Having by the General Rule found the Logarithm of any Number, the Logarithms
all the superior Powers of it are found by simply multiplying the Logarithm of that
Nutnber into the Series of Indexes of alt the superior Powers, vizi z3. .-4 . Lc . which
•
produces

©f
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produces the Logarithms of its square, Cube, A .
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The Reason of this is contain’d in the
Third General Rule: So having the Logarithm of 2, we have the Logarithms of its
Powers, 4 . 8- 16 . &c. if we multiply the Logarithm of 2 by 2, z, 4, Sec. succes¬
sively.
20* Having found by the General Rule the Logarithm of any Power, divide it by the
Index of the Power, and the Rule is the Logarithm of the Root : The Reason is con¬
tain’d in the Fourth General Rule . Thus having found the Logarithm of A,its half is the
Logarithm of 3, the square Root of 9.
30* Having found the Logarithms of any two or more Numbers, ( as of 2 and 3 ) we
have the Logarithm of their Product (6 ) by adding their Logarithms into one Sum ; as
in the First General Rule.
4°* Having the Logarithm of any Number , and of another which measures it, we
have, by the Second General Rule , the Logarithm of the Quote or Number by which the
1ester measures the greater; Thus, from the Logarithm of 10 take that of 2, and the re¬
mainder is the Logarithm of 5.
From these Rules therefore it’s plain how, with much less Labour than applying the
General Rule to every Number, we can compleat a System of Logarithms : And to go on
regularly with the Application, the natural Method is obviously this, viz.
Apply the General Rule to Prime Numbers, and then by these find the Logarithms of
their Powers and Products, thus ; By the Logarithms of 2 and 3 we find that of 6, 12, 24,
and all hi that Progression : Also of 18, 54, 162, and all in that Progression: And, lastly,
of 36, 216, 1296, and all in that Progression: Other Applications are easily conceiv’d
by this .
Observe also, that the Prime Numbers , 2 and 5, do not both require the Gene¬
ral Rule, because we have the Logarithm of 10 affum’d, and 12 is — 2 X 5- Again;
it ’s sometimes as convenient, or rather better, to find the Logarithm of the Square of a
Prime Number by the General Rule, and then the Logarithm of the Root by the Parti¬
cular Rules ; so we may chuse to find the Logarithm of 9 by the General Rule, and then
its half is the Logarithm of 3.
Scholium
8 - Upon the Foundations, and by the Rules now explain’d, were
the Logarithms first calculated, which we have in our present Tables, (tho’ they have
been constructed anew by Methods incomparably easier). It’s true indeed, that in the
First Logarithms made by the Lord Neper, the Logarithms of 1 : to : ioo &c. were
other Numbers than 0 . 1 . 2. c & . but afterwards he chang’d them into these,
which were, after his Death , further compleated and carried on upon this Foundation
by Mr. Henry Briggs , by a Method also somewhat different from Neper ’s, yet equally
laborious.
VVhere-evcr you find Tables of Logarithms, you’ll find also Directions for the Use of
them ; And therefore since I refer you to other Books for Tables ( and you have Books
containing nothing but Tables, as Ozanam’s and Sherwins, which last are the best extant)
I ssiall add nothing to the general Rules already delivered, which do sufficiently strew the
Practice and Use of Logarithms : For what is more to be said as to the Use of Tables
relates only to the different Methods of disposing the Numbers and Logarithms in the Ta¬
bles, which every Book of Tables explains; but still there remains a few Articles to be ex¬
plained, concerning the finding Logarithms for Numbers that are not contained in your
Tables, or Numbers corresponding to Logarithms which
;
being the resell of an Opera¬
tion with Logarithms found in the Table , are not themselves exactly found in the Table:
These things I ssiall explain in the following Problems ; but firstI’ll dispatch these Obser¬
vations.
1. That there may be great Variety in the Systems of Logarithms, which depends
in general upon these two things, viz. The fundamental Geometrical progression, whose
Logarithms we affume; for that may be i ; 2 ; 4 : 8, &c. or x : 3 : 9: 27, &c. or 1 : 10 :
- —■
xooj
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100 : 1000, Be. Then the different Aritbmetrical Progressions we may assume for the
Logarithms of this Geometrical one : For thus Logarithms may be varied infinitely ; yet
they will not be all alike convenient. The conlideration of which obliged the Inven¬
tor to change his first Logarithms into others, whose fundamental Progression is i : xo :
IOO: Be. and the Logarithms 0 . 1 . 2. Be. which are those now used.
2. The great Advantage and Conveniency of the Logarithms now in Use is this,
That the Integral part in every Logarithm ihews how many Figures after the Place of
Units the corresponding Number contains, whence that Number ' is called the Index or
Char aft eriftick of the Logirithm. Thus
all the Numbers from i to io exclusive, con¬
sist of one Figure : For the Logarithm of i being 0, and that of io being i , there¬
fore the Logarithms of all the intermediate Numbers must be Decimal Fractions, and
so have o for the Integral part or Characteristick. Again ; the Logarithm of io be¬
ing x, and of X00 being 2 ; all the intermediate Numbers must have 1 for their Inte¬
gral part or Index ; and so on. The Benefit of this is remarkable in finding the Loga¬
rithms of Numbers that are in a decuple Progression, having the Logarithm of any one
of them, (and consequently for Decimal Fractions) because the Logarithm of 1 being o,
that of 10 being 1, and that of 100 being 2, and so on ; it follows that the Logarithm of the
Product or Quote of any Number by xo, is had by adding 1 to, or substracting1 from the
Logarithm of the given Number A because
;
1 : 10 : : A 10
: X A, whose Logarithm
is therefore the Sum of the Logarithms of A and 10 ; and 10 % A — 10 — A whose
Logarithm is the difference of the Logarithms of xo X A, and of xo.
From this it is plain that the Logarithms of Num¬
Numbers.
Logarithms. bers in a decuple Progression, differ only in their
Ex a. 674
.800
^.82917 ^1 Indexes, which differ gradually by 1.
674800
5.8291751
A further Application of this to pure Decimal
67480
4 .829x751
Fractions, you'l find in the following Pr oil. 5.
6748
3.8291751
674.8
2.829x751
1.8291751
67.48
6.748.
0.829x751
Problem

2-

To find the Logarithm of an Integral Number exceeding the Limits of any Table
of Logarithms ; for Ex a. exceeding 10,000 ; to which our common Tables are car¬
ried.
Rule.
Take as many Figures on the left hand of the given Number as you can
find in the Table [i. e. 4 of them if the Limit of the Table is 10,000 ; or 5 if it is
100,000] and in place of the Figures cut off from the right hand, annex o5s, so this will
expressa Number Jesi than the given Number : Again, to the Number express’d by the Fi¬
gures taken on the left hand add 1, and on the right of the Sum annex as many o's as
the Number of Figures cut off the right hand of the given Number , and this will te
a Number greater than it : Then take the difference of these two Numbers, which are the
one lesser, and the other greater than the given Number ; also the difference of the given
Number, and the Number lesser than it (which difference consists of the Figure cut olf
the right hand) and make this Proportion.
As the difference of the Numbers greater and lesser than the given Number
is to the difference of the Logarithmswhich
[
can be found by the Table#
and the preceding second Observation.]
So is the difference of the given Number , and that lesser than it
To the difference of their Logarithms, which therefore added to the Loga¬
rithm of that lesser Number, gives the Logarithm of the Number propoled.

Eva;
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find the Logarithm of 123459 from a Table carried only to iooco . The
Exa. To
two Numbers lesser and greater than 123459, taken according to the Rule are 123400,
and 123500, whose Logarithms are 5.09x3152 , and 5.0916670 , for the Logarithm oi
1234 is 3.0913152 ; to which add 2, the Logarithm of 100 (because 123400 — 1234X100)
the Sum 5.0913x52 is the Logarithm of 123400. Also the Logarithm of 1235 is
3.0916670, and so that of 123500 is 5.0916670 ; and the Proportion is

from 123500
take 12.3400

5 . 0916670
5 . 0913152

123459
123400

59 to . 00020756 &c. which added
100, is to . 0003518 , so is
As
is 5 . 09x52276 &c, the Logarithm
Sum
the
123400,
of
Logarithm
the
to 5 . 0913152 ,
of 123459 nearly. But if we used a Table carried to 100000, the Logarithm sought
would be 5 . 09152278 nearly : And still the more of the Figures of the propos’d Num¬
ber we have in the Table , the nearer or more exact wiU the Logarithm be found.
The Reason of this Rule is founded upon this ; That the greater any
Demon.
Numbers are in respect of their Differences, the nearer those Differences are to being
proportional with the Differences of their Logarithms, To understand which clearly,
Consider, i °* That if we take the natural System 1 . 2 . 3 • 4. 2tc. the farther it is
continued , the Terms are the nearer to a Ratio of Equality ; for - is greater than —,and 2^
34
2
greater than —; and so on : Whence , the farther from the beginning we take any two ad¬
jacent Terms ^ the nearer they stand together in the infinite Scale of proportionals from 1.
Thus since 1 : 2 : : 3 : 6, therefore there fall as many Means betwixt 1 and 2, as betwixt 3
and 6, and consequently more than betwixt 3 and 4 ; and so it is thro’ the whole natural
System, considered now as a part of the infinite Progression from 1. But again, 20, the
Logarithms of these Numbers are their distances from 1 in the infinite Progression, i. e.
the number of the intermediate Ratio ’s ; (or they are in proportion to one, another as
these Numbers ;) so that the difference of the Logarithms of any two Numbers, is
the Number of intermediate Ratios in the infinite Progression betwixt these two Num¬
bers ; and from hence, with the preceding Article, it plainly follows, that the differences
of the Logarithms of the natural System do continually decrease, q0. The Ratios of
the several Terms of the natural System do so grow, as that if we take any three adjacent
Terms ; the farther they are taken from the beginning, the pearer they approach to being
Geometrically proportional : Thus , to 1, 2 a tliird proportional is 4, which exceeds 3 by 1.
,
To 2, 3 a third 44/ is 4 L which

exceeds4 by

To 3 : 4a third -VrI is 5 -i which

to any two Numbers adjacent in the Series
exceeds 5 by — , and so on, the third
exceeds the third Term in the Order of the Series, by such an aliquot part of LF
nity as is denominated by the least of the given Numbers ; consequently these excesses
> &c' *• e' e”
become less and less; for this Series does constantly decrease f- .
very Term of the Series wants less and less of being a true third r?l to the two preceding
Terms ; and what they want being certain determinate Fractions which grow infinitely
little , or less than any assignable Fraction, therefore the Terms grow infinitely near to
being ~~ L From whence 4° - The differences of the Logarithms of the several Terms
of the natural System decrease so as to approach infinitely near to being equal. And
since the differences of the Terms of the natural System are all equal : Hence it follows,
50* That taking any three Terms in the natural System (tho’ not immediately adjacent)
the
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the difference of the Extremes Is to the difference of the Mean and either Extreme in a
Ratio which approaches nearer and nearer to the Ratio of the differences of the Loga¬
rithms of the fame Terms , the farther these Terms are taken from the beginning , and the
nearer they stand together at the lathe time , i . e. the greater the Numbers are with re¬
spect to their Differences . And this also thews the Reason why the Rule is more exact
and true in finding the Logarithm sought, the more of the Figures of the given Number
we have in the Table ; for, by this means, the Numbers are the greater, and their Diffe¬
rences the lesser.
Observe If
;
the Number given is compos’d of two or more Numbers within the Table,
then the Sum of their Logarithms is that sought : -But if it is a Prime , we must either use
the Method of this Problem , or Problem ad : But this Problem, as ’tis eafier, so his exact
enough for any Numbers we can have Use for, which are not in Tables , these being car¬
ried to 10000 , and some to 100000.

Problem

4.

To find the Number corresponding to any Logarithm , which being the Result of aii
Operation with Logarithms found in the Table , is not it self found exactly in the Table.
l ° * If the Characteristick and first 4 or 5 Figures of the Fractional Part of your Loga¬
rithm is found in the Table , that's near enough for common use ; and the Number found
against such a Logarithm , or that one of several such that is nearest to the given Loga¬
rithm, you may take for the Number sought. But if you would have it exacter, or that
you cannot find a Logarithm having so many of the Figures of the given Logarithm j
Then,
2° * Take the two Logarithms in the Table which are next greater and lesser than the
given one, and also their corresponding Numbers , and make this proportion:
As the Difference of the greater and lesser Logarithms
is to the Difference of their corresponding Numbers,
So is the Difference of the given and next lesser Logarithm
to the Difference of their corresponding Numbers .
[ Which Difference
added to the Number corresponding to that lesser Logarithm , makes the Number cor¬
responding to the given Logarithm nearly.]
Demon.
Reverse.
Exa. Given
Tables ) are .
the Proportion
from
take

The

Reason of this is in the last Problem , of which this is but the

this Logarithm , . 4669347 ; the next lesser and greater ( in Sherwms
3010300 , the Logarithm of 2, and . 477x213 , the Logarithm of 3 ; and
is thus form’d;
. 4771213
z
. 4669347
. 3010300
2
. 3010300

As , '. 1760193 , is to 1 , so is . 1659047 , to 194215
to 2, makes 2 . 94215 &c. the Number sought nearly,

&c.

Which

added

But we may work another Way , and somewhat more exactly, thus : Seek among the
Logarithms , two whose Fractional Parts are next lesser and greater than the given Loga¬
rithm ( which is a Fraction ) these are 4 . 4669269 , the Logarithm of . 29304 ; and
4 - 46694x7 the Logarithm of 29305 : But, taking away the Characterifticks, the Fractio¬
nal Parts are Logarithms to these Numbers , 2,9304 and 2 . 9305 ( according to what
has been explaind in the Scholium after Probl. 2 .) Wherefore the Operation is

8sh

from
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front . 4669417
take . 4669269

2 . 9305
2 . 9304

. 4669347
. 4669269

. ocoi , ibis . 0003078 to . 000032 : Bat the Re¬
As, . 0000148 is to
mainder of the Division is such as makes the nearest answer . 000033 ; which added to
2 . 9304 , makes the Answer or Number sought 2 . 930453 ; which is less, and more
exact, than the former Answer.
From this Example , duly considered, there will be no Difficulty to solve any other ;
wherefore I shall only add this general Direction, vi%. If the given Logarithm is a mix'k
Number , we may find a Number answering the Fractional Part of the Logarithm , by this
last Method, and then multiply this Number by 1 with as many os as there are Units in
the Index of the Logarithm ; the Product is the Number sought The Reason is obviousfrom what is explain’d.
3P- If the given Logarithm has a greater Characterislick titan any in your Table , seeka Number answering the greatest Index in your Table with the Fractional Part of your
Logarithm , by the Method of one-of the preceding. Articles ; Then multiply that Num-,
ber by 1 with as many e’s as the Number by which the given CharacteristLck exceeds the
greatest in your Table , and that is the Number sought.
But, in some Cases, we can find the Number sought more exactly, thus ; Seek a Loga¬
rithm whose Fractional Part is nearest to that of the given Logarithm , without regarding
che Index ; then take the Number corresponding to that Logarithm , and divide it by 1
with as many o’s as the number of Units by which the Index of that Logarithm exceeds
tire given Index. See an Example of this in the following Rule for reducing a Vulgar to
a Decimal Fraction..

Problem
To

5.

find the L o g a r i t h m of a F r a c t i on ; and Reversely r
a Fra c t 1on from ^Logarithm-

There - are various Ways of finding and expressing the Logarithms of Fractions.
1ji Method. Subtract the Logarithm of the Denominator out of that of the Nume¬
rator, the Remainder is the Logarithm of the Fraction : But, Observe, if it is a proper
Fraction , then , because the Numerator is less than the Denominator , so is its Logarithm
less than the other’s Logarithm , and consequently the Subtraction is impossible: Where¬
fore we must subtract the Logarithm of the Numerator out of that of the Denominator,
, is the Logarithm sought.
, taken negatively
and the Remainder
-Z- ^ is 1 . 2833698 ; for the Logarithm
The Logarithm of iff. 19
3802112, which eyceeds the other by.
.
1
of 463 is 2 . 66338x0 ; and that of 24 is
x . 2833698.
Exa. 1 .

Ex

a.

2.. The Logarithm of ^

is —1 . 0667791 ; for the Logarithm of 74 is

> . 8692317 , and that of 863 is 2 .' 9360108 ; and their Difference is 1^ 0667791
Demon.

Let

-g express any Fraction, then is B : A : 1 1 : "g > whose Loga¬

rithms ate therefore in Arithmetical Proportion ; that
;
— Log. l But

is,

Log . A —Log . B^ Log . -gr

—
the Log . of 1 is = 0, therefore Log. A Log

=
. B Log

;
. g And
there;
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therefore , if A is less than B, the Log . of -g is their Difference taken negatively : By
which is shewn, that the corresponding Number is below Unity as far as the Reciprocals
of that Number is above Unity , in the infinite Series of Proportionals, the Logarithm of
that Reciprocal being the fame Logarithm taken positively. So, the Logarithm of
being — i . 0667791 , the Logarithm of
is 1 . 0667791 ; For as
: 1 :-~ *
bo 3
&
74 063
74
arerf/ , so — 1 .0667791 : o : l . 0667791 are -j- /.
For the Reverse of this Problem, vi%. If a Negative Logarithm is given to find its
corresponding Fraction , find a corresponding Number to the Logarithm , consider’d as
positive, and by that Number divide 1, the Quote is the Fraction sought. The Reason
is plain ; for if two Numbers or Logarithms consist of the fame Figures, but the one Posi¬
tive , and the other Negative , their Sum is o ; Also the Product of two reciprocal Fractions
is 1 ; or 1 divided by any Number, makes a Quote, which multiply^ by that Number
produces x ; wherefore if 1 is divided by the Number corresponding to any Logarithm
taken positively, the Quote is the Number corresponding to the same Logarithm taken
negatively.
But the finding the Fraction from the Logarithm is not so convenient by this Method
as by the following.
2d Method. Subtract the Logarithm of the Denominator from that of the Numerator;
and if it’s a proper Fraction, when you come to the Characteristick or Integral part, sub¬
tract that of the Numerator from that of the Denominator ( after adding to it the 1 bor¬
rows in the preceding place, if there was x borrow’d ) the Fractional part of this Re¬
mainder is taken positively, and the Integral part negatively; and the negative Sign set
over it , to Ihew that this part only is negative.
Exa. The
Cm
O

%0

74
86z

Logarithm of

1 . 8692317
2 . 9360108

is z 9332209
.

;

as

below, in the Margin.’

DemoN.
This is in Effect the fame Logarithm as
was found by the former Method ; tor we may take it thus.

9332209 — 2, which being resolv’d by Subtraction, is
1 . 0667791 , viz. the difference of z and. 9332209
taken negatively. That the Methods must coincide in all
Cases, I shall demonstrate Universally, thus :

N 21

863

IS

2 . 9332209

Let any proper Fraction be
the Logarithm of N be call’d A JB
+
(A the Cha¬
racteristick, and £ the Fraction) ; the Logarithm of Mbe C -f- D ( C the Characte¬
ristick, and D the Fraction) ;
Leg . of N— B
^ +
=
— l -f - B
Then > fy :he lst Mechod> the
°f M = C ~\- D. Log
. of — isA + B - C— D.

tog . of % = * + B - C- D. bnOMefcod.
— B
D — C_ A — V
=c B f- - 1 —. D c— -p i —Ai.

Mettloa>

^F„f fcA
thod, we shall first suppose that
Z ) does not exceed B; then the

Log . of 2^ - by that Method
D — v — A; for we first subtractD fr om B, then we take A from C3 and take this
Remainder negatively, which makes B —D —G^ A —B — D ~ CJrA — A+ B— C- Z),
,as before. Again If
;
D is greater than B, in this case 1 must be taken from A and
Sss 2
"
added
B
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added to B so
; that it is A - 1- B — A — if - i
b. Now , if we first subtract D from
i -f- jB, the Remainder is Es- - i — Z) ; and subtracting A1—- ( becausei was before
taken from it and added to B) from C, ot A from C -\~ i , which is the fame thing, the
Remainder is C — A -j~ i = : C ~j- i — A winch
;
being taken negatively, or subtracted
from the former part, ( vi%. L
x — D )it
is A -j- I — Z) — C 4- i — A = z
= w6-{•- x — Z) — C — i -\- A ^ A -\ - B — C —
Z ), as before.
S c H o L. As the preceding Rule is General, relating Co all Fractions,so it compre¬
hends Decimal Fractions ; and because the Denominator of every Decimal is in this Series
ic> . ioo . iooo . &c. whose Logarithms are pure Integers in this Series x .2 . 3c.. &
Therefore it's evident, that to find the Logarithm of a Decimal Fraction , having found
the Logarithm of the Numerator, the Fractional part of it is the Fractional part of the
Logarithm sought ; and for the Index, apply with a negative Sign the Difference of the
Indexes of the Logarithm of the Numerator, and the Logarithm of the Denominator So
the Logarithm of 64 being 1 . 8061800 , the Logarithm of . 064 must be 2". 8061800 ; for
the Denominator is 1000 whose Logarithm is 4, then 1 — 4 — T’: Hence again it is
plain, That the Index of the Logarithm of a Decimal Fraction shews in what Place after
the Point the first Figure on the'seft hand of the Numerator stands; and that Distance,
therefore, does shew, reciprocally, what the Characteristics of the Logarithm is. And if
we take any Decimal, pure or mix’d, i. e. a Decimal Fraction , proper or improper, the
General Rule for finding the Logarithm is plainly this, viz. Find the Logarithm of the
Numerator ( i. e. of the Number express’d by all the Figures, in order as they stand, neg¬
lecting the Point) the Fractional part of that Logarithm is the Fractional part of the Lo¬
garithm sought; And for the Index, ’tis.the Number which expresses the Distance of the
last Figure on the left hand, after the Place of Units of the Integral part, if it’s a mix A
Decimal ; or the Distance of the last Figure on the left hand after the Decimal Point, if
it ’s a purs Fraction.
Observe also, That if we take the fame Number, and multiply it continually by 10, also
divide it continually by 10, whereby we form a Geometrical Progression in the Ratio of
1 to io , the Logarithms of this Series will have all the fame Fractional part, and differ
only in their Characteristicks, which will be an Arithmetical Progression differing only
by 1 : So that when in the descending Series we are come to a Term whose Logarithm
has x for its Index, the Index of the next must be o ; and all after that are the preceding
Indexes, 1, 2, 3, &c. taken negatively, as in the prefix’d Scheme,:
Numb . Logarithms Which is all but the application of what has been explain’d, parti.4048337 tularly of what has been said in the Consequences last deduced
25400
2540
254
25.4
2.54
'254
.0254
»00254

4048337
.4048337
4048337

from this Method of finding the Logarithm of a Fraction compar’d with what was formerly obsery’d in the General Schorr
Hum 8-

4048337
4048337
4048337
.4048337

For the Reverse of this Method, (viz. finding a Fraction from its Logarithm ) the
Rule is , Take the Logarithm as altogether positive, and find the corresponding Number;
to which applya Decimal Point on the left hand of it, so that it's first Figure on the left
stand in such a place from the Point as is express’d by the Index of the Logarithm ; And
this is the Fraction sought^ reduced to a Decimal Fraction,

Exam.
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Exam , The given Logarithm 2 . 8061800 ; the corresponding Number to the Log.2 . 8061800 is 640 ; and, to adjust it to the negative Index
it is . 0640 = . 064 :
Observe : IF the corresponding Number first found be a mix’d Decimal, the rest os the
Work is the same ; for we neglect the Point in that first Decimal : So, if the given Lo¬
garithm is “ . 6707096 . the corresponding Number to 2 . 6707096 is 468 . 5 ; and, be¬
cause of the negative Index, it is . 04685
The Reason of this Rule is evident from what has been explain’d in the preceding
Scholium.
C O R O L L . From this we have learnt the following

Rule

for reducing a Vulgar to a Decimal Fradlion.

Find the Logarithm of the Vulgar Fraction by this 2d Method , and then find its cor¬
responding Decimal Fraction by the Reverse.
^d Method■ Subtract the Logarithm of the Denominator From that of the Numerator,
borrowing ( viz. 1 from the next place) wherever the Figure of the Subtractor exceeds
its Correspondent in the Subtrahend, even to the very last place, tho’ the Subtractor be a
greater Number than the Subtrahend. The Remainder , or Number thus found, is the Lo-'
garithm sought, and is all positive.
Ex a. The Logarithm of
is 3 .9332209 , as in the Margin:
Log . of 74 — 1. 8692317
of 863 — 2 . 9360108

Demon.
The Foundation of this Method, (whichgives the Logarithm in a System different from the com¬

mon one) is this, viz. That as a decuple Progression
maybe taken both ascending and descending from 1 ;
thus, -vol , . oi , . 1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, &c. So we'
may apply 0 as the Logarithm of any of these Terms we please, whereby the Logarithms
of the rest will be, in the ascending Series, 1 . 2 . 3. c& . and for the descending Series,
they will be — 1, — 2, —3, &c. Flow suppose we chuse 1 in the icth place of Deci¬
mals, viz. oooooooooi
.
, from whence to begin the Logarithms ( i . e. whose Logarithm
we make 0 ) then is 1 the Logarithm of 1 in the 9th place, or . 000002001 ; and so
on till we come to I whose Logarithm is 10 ; Whence the Logarithm of 10 will be 11,
the Logarithm of 100 is 12, and so on ; So that the
Numbers*
(Logarithms. Logarithms of all Numbers above . oooooooooi are'
.000000000001
—2
positive ; the Indexes of ah from . oooooooooi to
.00000000001
—I
.000000001 beingO ; from . 000000001 to .oooooodi
.oooooooooi
o
being I-; and ib on. But the Logarithms of all
.000000001
X
Numbers below . oooooooooi are negative ; or their
.00000001
2
Indexes at least, according as they are taken by the
.0000001
J
preceding lfi or id Method.
.000001
4
Hence again, The Logarithm -of 1 being 10,
.00001
5
every Index from 10 upwards belongs to the Loga.0001.
6
rithm of a Number integral or mix’d : And if we
.001
7
take 10 from any Index -greater, the remainder Ihews •
.01
8
in what Place after that of Units (of the integral
.1
9
part) the first Figure on the left hand of the cor1.
10
responding Number stands; But if the Index h less
10.
11
than 10, then, as it belongs to a Decimal Fraction,
100 12
so, if it’s taken from 10, the Remainder Ihews' in’w
what
8 . 9332209
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ttce ,1because
number
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whatever
m their
fj „ds in
Logarithm
Index
preceding Place on the left So ail
they cannot make the whole equal to an Unit in the
stands in the first Place afr7,
Decimals, whose first Figure ot the Numerator , on the left,
1 f
r and r
betwixt
Intermediates
are
}
the Point , (as . 3, or . 47, or . 5067
second
the
in
Figure
All whose first
for the Index of their
8 ; fn ! ToT
lJS
intermediate betwixt ox and 1, and so the Index ofLir number of Figures fJ ! » '
And this is to be understood, * 0 there were an infinite
for then the VaiS ofthaJ
Place after the Point , unless that infinite number were all
rather to be written
ought
and
left,
the
on
Infinity 1S an Unit in the preceding Place
, differing f Cm
Logarithms
of
System
new
a
have
we
thcn
s
T^
;
thus, . oppp Le - 71
s
LoMrirhm
every
in
these,
exceed
winch
,
Indexes
their
in
the common ones only
oareffi™
^
of Numbers ii/decuple
equal excess of 10 ; and consequently the Logarithmstheir
Indexes, which differ gradually
differ as in the common Logarithms , Uy . only in
by 1.
to find the Logarithm of a
Now, for the Reason of the preceding Rule , consider, that
, we must argue thus ;
Fraction ( which does not fall below . 0000000001 ) as ^
af; wherefore the Logarithm of the Fraction is the Remainder
86a : 74 : : x :
<363
of 74 and 1 : But,
ter the Logarithm of 86 ; is taken from the Sam of the Logarithms this new System, be
in
,
must
Logarithms
these
of
Indexes
by whafis now explain’d, the
the Logarithm of 1 (n/4 .10)
more by 10 than they are in the common form ; and , because
will be 21 ( for 11 is
Subtrahend
the
in
Index
the
therefore
,
74
of
is to be added to that
will be 12 , whence
Subtractor
the
in
now the Index of the Logarithm of 74) and thatis 20 added to the Index of the common
there
because
But
:
8
is
that in the Remainder
(which is but 2) ’tis the fame
Logarithm of 74, ( which is but 1) and xoto that of 863
of 863, and add only 10
Logarithm
thing in Effect if we take the Index of the common , and is therefore just. The like
prescribes
Rule
the
thing
the
is
to that of 74 ; which
Reason is obvious in all Cafes.
of a Decimal whose Nume¬
Observe again , that 0 may be also apply’d as the Logarithm
the Logarithm of 1 in the ppth
then
and
;
Point
the
after
Place
100th
the
in
1
is
rator
Logarithm will be 100,
Place after the Point will be 1 ; and so on to 1 Integral , whose
Indexes found in the
the
to
and that of 10 will be xor , and so on upwards : Wherefore if the common Index of the
,
consequently
and,
;
added
common form there will be 100
, we must add 100 ; Or , it
Number wants more than 10 of the Index of the Denominator
, according as the Rule
another
to
Place
is the fame thing if we add 10 gradually from one
directs.
of a Fraction to find the
As to the Reverse of this Method , viz. From the Logarithm
Fraction , which falls not
a.pure
of
Logarithm
Fraction ; Consider, that as the Index of the
is some Number below 10 or 100,8s.
,
Decimals
of
Place
.
Er
,
100th
or
10th
the
in
1
below
and the Logarithm of r,
So, if we take the Difference betwixt the Index of the Logarithm
part of the Logarithm,
Fractional
the
to
Index
the
as
2/4 . jo , or 100, Er . and apply that
qualifie it again by setting a
and
Lagarithm,
that
to
Number
corresponding
the
find
then
Figure on the left stand as far from
Decimal Point on the left hand of it, so that the first
Fraction fought.
the Point as the Index expresses, we shall have thus the Decimal

9

.
Logarithm

’
stands
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the further application of this Method, obsefv?, that as the
-. For
Scholium
are taken in a System different (at least in their Indexes)
Fractions
of
Logarithms
from the common ones ; so in all Operations with such Logarithms, regard must be had
to the Logarithm of Unity , which is now io , or ico , iic. For Eva. If two Fractions
are to be Multiplied, and if they are such that their Logarithms are both taken out of the
System, wherein the Logarithm of i is io , then take the difference betwixt io (the Loga¬
rithm of Unity ) and the Index of the Sum of these Logarithms ; and if that Sum was
greater than io , the difference strews how many places to the left of the i whose Lo¬
) the first significant Figure on the left of the Decimal
.
garithm is o (viz.0000000001
fought must stand ; and consequently taking this difference from io , the new difference
strews how many places from the point this first Figure stands; but if io is greater than.
the Index of the Sum, the difference is to be taken negatively, and strews that the first
Figure on the left of the Dccinjai stands so many places to the right after the i whoseLogarithm is o ; so that adding io to that remainder, the Sum strews in what place after
the point the Decimal begins. Observe also in this last cafe, that you’ll find the fame
Number by subtracting the first remainder from 20. Exam. If the Index of the Sum of
the Logarithms of two Fractions (taken out this way) is 14, then the corresponding
Decimal Fraction begins in the fourth place after the point ; but if the Index is 8, the
Decimal begins in the 12th place.
Again ; tiro’ it is a certain general Rule , that the Logarithms of two Numbers which
are to be Multiplied together, are to betaken out of the fame System of Logarithms ; yefc
that is not always necessary, because other Circumstances save it ; as air Example or two
will explain.
Suppose the Logarithm -of one Fraction is 5.5768340 (belonging to that System where
in io is the Logarithm of 1,) and of another 12.3742067 (belonging to that System where
in 100 is the Logarithm of 1 ;) if we reduce them to one System, the first is 53.5768342,
and then their Sum is 105.9510407 ; from which take ico (the Logarithm of 1) the re¬
mainder is 5.9510407 , whose Index 5 taken from 100, the difference 95 Ihews at what
place after the point the correspondent Decimal begins. But suppose we do not reduce
she first Logarithms, adding them as they are, the Sum is 15.9510407 , from which if.
we take 10 ( the Logarithm of 1 in the one System) the remainder is 5.9510407 as before r.
The Reason is obvious; for as here one of the Indexes is po Ids than in the other Method,,
so there is po less subtracted from the Sum, which must give the fame difference.
If an Integer and Fraction are to be Multiplied, then it we consider the Integer Fraction
ways, making 1 the Denominator , taking its Logarithms out of any System, it will be the
fame as when we take it out of the common System as a whole Number ; because what
we add to the common Index is taken away again by subslracting the Logarithm of the
Denominator 1 ; and therefore from the Sum of the Logarithms of an Integer, taken cut
of the common System, and the Logarithm of a Fraction taken by this third Method,
we are to take the Logarithm of 1 (as it is in the System out of which the Logarithm of
that Fraction was taken) the remainder is the Logarithm of the Product ; tire difference
of whose Index and 10, if it’s greater than 10, or their Sum if its less, Ihews in what place
from the Point the Decimal begins.
Exa. Suppose the Logarithm of any Integer is 4.3720679 (taken out of die common
System, wherein the Logarithm of 1 is o) and the Logarithm of some Fraction is
3.2578006, (taken out of the System where 10 is the Logarithm of 7) the Sum of these
Logarithms is 11.6298685 from which take 10 (the Logarithm of 1) the remainder is
1.6298685 whose Index taken from 10 the remainder is 9, strewing drat the corresponding
Decimal begins in the ninth place after the Point.
But at last observe as to both this and the preceeding Method, that if Fractions are
given Terms in a Question which is to be solved by Multiplication or Division, we need
nor,
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not , in order to the Operation by Logarithms , take out the Logarithms of these Fractions
separately ; but, considering the. Method of Working with the given Numbers , we shall
need only to take out the Logarithms of the several Terms as whole Numbers, and apply
them to one another by Addition, so as to have at last but one Simple substraction; and
then if a greater Logarithm is to be taken out of a lester{which gives the Logarithm of a
Fraction) we may do it either by the preceding second or third Method, and then
find the corresponding Fraction in the manner directed : The following Questions will
illustrate this : For
I sliall finish this Chapter with a few Examples in the Practice of Logarithms
for a further illustration of the Rules ; where you’l also find some further useful In¬
structions

In Multiplication.
Logarithms.
Exa. i . To Multiply 39674!^ 4685 , I find the Sum
of their Logarithms ; which having a greater Index than
of 4685 = 3 . 6707096
any in the Tables , I find the nearest Logarithm to
Of 39674
4 . 5985060
8.2692156 which is 4.2692093, whose corresponding
Number is 18587 ; and because the Index of the Loga- of 185870000 — 8 . 2692156
rithm whose corresponding Number I want is 8, I multiply the Number found by 10000
and it is 185870000, which is less than the true Product, this being 185872620 . If we
we had Tables carried to a greater extent than 101000 ( which is the extent of Sherwins
Tables ) then we should find the Product true to more Places.
Logarithm.
Exa. 2 . To find the Product of 268 by -5Z I add
542
of 268 = 2 . 4281348
the Logarithm of 268, to that of 57 and froth the
57 1=
. 7558749
Sum take the Logarithm of 342, and the Number
Sum 4 . 1840097
corresponding to the remainder nearest is 44.667 ; the
of 342 — 2 . 5340261
true Product being 44.666, fise. having 6 circulating in
Infinitum so
;
that the Product found is a very little
more than true. I have also wrought it another way, of 44 . 667 = 1 . 6499836
to thew the correspondence of both ; thus , I take the
of -3Z — 1 . 2218488
342
Logarithm
by the second Method of the prece¬
of 268 — 2 . 4281348
ding Problem, which isT2218488 which added to the
Logarithm of 268, the Sum is die same Logarithm as
Sum
1 . 6499836
was found by the other Method.
Logarithms,
Exa. 3. To Multiply
by
I add the Loga¬
of 7 = 0 . 8450980
rithms of 7 and 23, also those of 59 and 478 ; and sub¬
23 = 1 . 3617278
tracting this Sum from that, as directed in the second
7 X 23 = 2 . 2068258
Method of the preceding Problem ; the remainder is
the Logarithm sought, viz. z . 7565459 whose cor¬
59 — I . 7708520
responding Number I find, thus, I seek a Logarithm
I478 — 2 . 6794279
whose Fraction is nearest to .7565459 , and this I find
to be .7565448 , and the corresponding Number is 57088, 59 X478 — 4. 45 027?9
which qualified according to the Index 3 , is .0057088;
7565459, Oif.
which exceeds by a little the true Product, for this is
whose
Value
reduced
is
-0057008, Le .
~
'
- -- - - this Decimal .0057088.
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In Divijion.

Exa. i . To Divide 4762 by 24, I substract the Lo¬
Logarithms.
garithm of this from the Logarithm of that , the re¬
of 4762 = 3 . 6777894
mainder is 2.2975782 to which the nearest Logarithm in
24 — 1 . 3802112
the Table (setting aside the Index) is .2975656 which is
the Fractional part of the Logarithm of 1984s ; but' 1198 -41 r= 2 . 2975782, diff.
applying the- Index 2, the corresponding Number is
198 . 41.
Exa. 2 . To Divide 74568 by 4.37 ; having found the
Logarithm.
Logarithm of 437, whose-Fractional part is .6404814, of 74568 = 4 . 8725525
the Index due to make it the Logarithm of 4.37 is 0;
4.37 = * o . 6404814
therefore taking the Logarithm of 4. 37 from that of 74568
17103 = s 4 . 2320711
tlie remainder is a Logarithm, whose nearest in the Table has for its corresponding Number 17103, which exceeds the true Quote, for this is
17063.615, &c.
Exa. 3 .

To divide 5670 by

7
456- because the Quote

Logarithms.
is equal to 5670 X 456 - 1- 37, therefore I add the Loga¬ of 5670 3= 3 . 7535831
rithm of 5670 to that of 456, and.from the Sum take the
456 = 2 . 6589648
Logarithm of 37 ; the Logarithm ‘in the-Tablewhich is
Sum 6 4125479
nearest to the remainder, has for its correspondent Num¬
of 37
1 . 5682017
ber 69879 , the true Quore being 69878.918, £&•. wanting
very little of the former.
of 69879
4 . 8443462
To Divide a Fraction by a Fraction is multiplying the
Dividend by the Reciprocal of the Divisor, and the Operation by Logarithms is the
same therefore as in Multiplication.

In finding Proportionals.
Exa. 1 . To find a 3d in Geometrical Proportion to
these 14 : 359, I take the Logarithm of 359, and from
Logarithms.
the double of this Logarithm take the Logarithm of of 359 — 2 . 5552944
14, the remainderj is a Logarithm whose nearest in
its double 5 . 1121888
the Table has for its correspondent Number 9205.8,
of Ii .= I . 1461282
which is the 3d Proportional sought nearly, this being
of 9225 .8
9205 .78,
9642608 diff.
"
Exa . 2. To find a fourth Proportional to these
Logarithms.
24 : 367 . 29 : : 5348 . 6 from the Sum of the Loga¬
rithms of the second and third Terms , I take the Loga¬ of 5348 . 6 = 3 . 7282401
rithm of the,first 24.; the nearest Logarithm to the re- . of 367 . 29 — 2 . 5652091
quinder has for its correspondent Nuqiber 81854/ which
Sum 6 . 2932492
exceeds the,true’foqrth a little, this beiqg '$ 53.63
of 24 — 1 . 3822112
' ''
:! •>' . ,
.
',
of 81854 — 4 . 9132382
1 i n ,..

2
'

1. — •
V .'

-I

d - •

\
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To find a fourth Proportional to these

Logarithms,
of 5 = 0 . 6989700
of 25 = I . 3979400
of 14 — i . 146 x28a

: : — ; Ily the common Rules this is had by

9
14 37
this Operation, viz. 5 X 25 X 14 -f- 9 X Z7 X IZ,
wherefore having added together the Logarithms of
5, 25, 14, also the Logarithms of 9, 37, 15, I take this
Sum from the other : And seeking a Logarithm in the
Table whose Fractional part is nearest to 6066504,
its corresponding Number is 40425 , and because the
Index of my Logarithm is i~ therefore the Number
sought is .40425 , which is the true fourth Proportional,
true in all these Figures.

Sum 3 . 2430380
of 9 — 0. 954 2425
of 37 — I . 5682017
Gf

13 “ 1 •

11

37434

Sumj. 6363876
of .40425.= 1 . 6066504 dissi.

If in Multiplication , Division, or finding a third or fourth Proportional
any of the Terms is a mist Number, either reduce it to an improper Fraction, or the
Fractional- part to a Decimal, and then proceed.
Observe.

For Involution.
This being no other than Multiplication ; the practice of it by Logarithms is the
fame also as that for Multiplication.

For Extraction

of

Roots.

Exa. 1 To extract the Square Root of 1156 : I find its Logarithm to be 3.0629578,
whose half is 1.5314789 , and the correspondent Number is-34, which is exactly the Square-

Root of 1156.
Exa. 2 . To find the fifth Root of 32768 ; I find-its Logarithm 4.5154499 , and the
fifth part of this is .9030899 , &c. the nearest Logarithm to which in the -Table is
.9030900 whose correspondent is 8, the true fifth Root of 32768.
Exa. 3 . To find the Cube Root of 13839, I take its Logarithm which is 4.1411047,
whose third part is 1,3803682 , 8 ?. The Logarithm whose Fractional part is nearest to
this is .3803741; and its corresponding Number is 24009, but because of the Index 1, it
is 24.009, which is an excessive Root , for the Cube of this is 13839.578 , &c. The In¬
tegral part of which Root 24, is the Root of the greatest Integral Cube, which is contain¬
ed in-13839.
the given Number whose Root is-sought is greater than any Number in
Observe. If
your Table , use this Method ; take a Number lesser, which is a Power of the proposed
Order , by which divide the given Number ; if the Integral Quote is a Number within
your Table (and if it is not, you must chuse another Divisor of the fame kind that wilt
bring the Quote within the Table ) seek the proposed Root of the Quote, and multiply it
by the Root of the Divisor, the Product will be the Root1sought, or near to it.
Exa. 4 . To find the Cube Root of 262144 because it ’s greater than can be found
in the Table , I divide it by 8, (the Cube of 2) which gives for a Quote precisely
32768 , whose Logarithm is 4.5154499 , and the third part of this is 1.5051499 , and
the Number corresponding to that Logarithm which is the nearest to this in the Table , is
32 ; which multiplied by 2 (the Cube Roet of the Divisor 8) produces 64, the true Cube
_
Root fought.
a Power,
The Reason of this Rule you have in B 3 , Theor . 2a. For if any Number iser,
whose
as An and if it is divided by a Similar Power A", the Quote is a Similar Pow
—
A B"
Root is the Quote of the Roots of the Dividend and Divisor. So A 1, -7- B"
?,
byJ
are A -^ B % B = A, that is, the n Root of the Quote of A* B " multiplied
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the Root of the Divisor B", produces A, the n Root of the Dividend A>‘. If the Divi¬
dend is not a Rational Power, or the Divisor is not an aliquot part of it ; you can only
expect to find a Root nearly true : But as Involution is easier than Evolution , having
found sucha Root as your Logarithms will give, prove it by actual Involution, and by an
Allowance for what it errs, and one or two Trials , you may bring it near enough for com¬
mon Applications : And in the Extraction of high Roots , where the common Rules prove
very tedious, This will with much less Trouble bring out a Root sufficiently near.

Appendix

, j.hewing the Reason of

Rules

the

the number of Terms in a Geometrical
Sze

In Problem 4th having the Extremes a,

I,

and Ratio

The Rule given by Logarithms is this ; n 1—
of which

is

—

r,

Tdr

ogress on.

4, 6, 9,

Chap.

III,

Book

IV.

to find the number of Terms n.
^Cog

r^e Demonstration

this, I — ar n~i ( Cor. 6, Troll. 3, Chap. III . ) whence r»- 1 — —
; And
A

consequently, Log . r n—i Log
—
_

Prcbl.

given for fitiding

Log . a and
;

. — . But, by Prob .^. preceding, Log . L — Log . / __

by the 3d Fundamental

Rule

of Logarithms

, Log . rn - i ~

n _ -

y

X Log. r ; Wherefore n — 1 X Log. r — Log./ — Log. a} and, lastly, u — 1 z=
Log. I —
L og, a
Log . r ~
In Problem 6th the Rule is n —
1

—

_ ^ g 7 — '/ ' t^le Reason of which

is this ; By the preceding part of that Problem it

is

strewn, that r L=

- ——^ ;

Whence,

Log . r —
Log . s ~ °'i Log
—
. s — a Log
—
. s — I, which being put in the pre¬
ceding Rule for Log . r, makes the present Rule .
_
In Problem 9 we have this Rule ;n — x — —
Lt- " . The Reason
Log . r
of which is this ; *Ti s there strewn, that a
rl f- - s — rs; so that this Rule is only put¬
ting Log. rl
s - Tps for Log. A, hr the Rule of Problem 4.
We have also this Rule , n — 1 — L
~ _ 0^ ' .a the
Log . r
Reason of which is, that I = — ■
— Log . rs -\- a — s Log
—
Problem 4.

g ~ s.} whence Log . 1= Log. rs

a

s—

. r ; which is put in place of Log. /, in the Rule of

Ttta CHAP.

I

